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1 Introduction

DNA barcoding is a system designed to provide accurate, fast and automatable species identification by using short and standardized gene regions as internal species tag [1]. It has been initially proposed to circumvent the lack of taxonomists and available tools for species identification (i.e., taxonomic impediment) by enhancing our capacity to accurately document biodiversity and as such, DNA barcoding was foreseen, since its earliest development, as a solution to speed up the pace of species discovery and open new perspectives in conservation [2-4]. While entering an era of mass extinction, it becomes evident that describing biological diversity with traditional approaches happens at a much slower rate than the rate of species loss [2,5], hence jeopardizing the conservation of earth biotas.

Since the initial proposal by Hebert and colleagues [6], DNA barcoding has established as a mature field of biodiversity sciences filing the conceptual gap between traditional taxonomy and different fields of molecular systematics [6-8]. The rationale behind DNA barcoding originates from the accumulation of evidence during the last two decades, as a consequence of an increasing access to genomic data, that the characterization and documentation of biodiversity using phenotypes is currently bridled by several limits inherent to morphological characters [9-13]. First, intraspecific phenotypic variation often overlaps that of sister taxa in nature, which can lead to incorrect identifications or species delineations [9,11]. Second, DNA barcodes are effective whatever the life stages under scrutiny [14,15] or available biological materials for identification [16,17]. Third, spectacular levels of cryptic diversity have been frequently reported using DNA barcoding [11-13,18-20]. Altogether these advantages have opened new perspectives in fields as diversified as functional ecology [13], taxonomy [1,8,12], biogeography [18,21,22], conservation [23], wildlife forensics [16,17,24-26] and biodiversity socio-economics [27,28].

It has become manifest during the initial building of the DNA barcodes reference libraries that DNA barcoding...
would have to face the undescribed diversity of earth biotas [e.g. 12,13,18] and that DNA barcodes might help to speed up the pace of species discovery through automated delineation of mitochondrial lineages. While species delineation was not initially intended as a primary goal of DNA barcoding [6], the integration of DNA barcoding as a routine in taxonomy has called considerable attention during the last decade and led to several conceptual and methodological advances that rejuvenated the practice of taxonomy [1].

Most of the controversy on DNA barcoding has been initially revolving around its use for species delineation but the same criticisms have been applied later to both specimen identification or species delineation. The use of DNA sequences for either identification or species delineation is embedded in the conceptual framework of molecular taxonomy [1-4,29,30] and the coalescent theory [31-33]. The present paper aims at reviewing those foundations and outlines the historical development that led to the establishment of DNA barcoding from conceptual and methodological perspectives. First, we will briefly sketch the constrains faced by the worldwide community of taxonomists in the 90’s that led to the development of molecular taxonomy and DNA barcoding. Second, we will describe how molecular taxonomy helped establish criteria for a global system of molecular identification to ensure its stability. Third, we will list the connections that have established between DNA barcoding and taxonomy. Fourth, we will review the applications of DNA barcoding in taxonomy and its limits in light of the coalescent theory and properties of gene genealogies. Finally, we discuss the future directions pointed out recently in molecular taxonomy.

2 From the taxonomic impediment to DNA barcoding

During the second conference of the parties of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) held in Jakarta in 1995, the participant countries have explicitly formulated through the concept of taxonomic impediment the major concern raised by the worldwide community of taxonomists since the 90’s about the increasing disinterest from governments and funding agencies for taxonomy. Unfortunately, several global initiatives such as the Global Taxonomic Initiative (GTI) launched in the context of the CBD early in 2002 failed to embrace a massive adhesion and failed to help reach the CBD goal to slow-down the pace of species loss by 2010. Several challenges prevented the emergence of a global project including the settlement of a universal information system in taxonomy and the digitizing of the collections in national museums, both calling for a more massive investment in taxonomy as a research priority by the nations [30,34]. Another challenge is caused by the lack of consensus on the morphological characters to be used by the community of taxonomists, a limit that was to be overcome by the use of DNA sequences due to the universality of the genetic code [1-4,29,30]. Moreover, the ease of access to sequencing facilities was expected by a large community to counterbalance the impact of the taxonomic impediment in conservation and basic biodiversity sciences [28].

A potential solution to the gap in global information systems in taxonomy was proposed by the international Barcode of Life project (iBOL) through the creation of a database system enabling the repository of sequences but also offering a workbench for a collective assembly of the DNA barcode libraries [29,35]. This project led to the launch in 2005 of the Barcode of Life datasystem (www.boldsystems.org) as a solution to an interactive online database enabling collective assembly and curation of the libraries. The development of such a global system had to face several challenges: (i) identification based on molecular data should be reproducible to enable a universal use, (ii) owing to the state of the art of the world inventory of living beings, the system should ensure the storage of collateral data enabling further taxonomic studies, (iii) open access to the data should be guaranteed in agreement with the Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS) principle established by the CBD.

3 DNA barcoding: toward the establishment of a global information system

The first step in the development of a global system of molecular identification is the constitution of the DNA barcodes reference libraries for known species based either on large scale field sampling campaigns [18,36-38] or sequencing collections in natural history museums whenever possible (e.g. birds and insects [39,40]). In order to ensure the reproducibility of molecular identifications based on DNA barcodes reference libraries, however, the BOLD database currently hosts specimen records for which essentially, seven data elements are listed (Fig. 1):

1. Species name
2. Voucher data
3. Collection record
4. Identifier of the specimen
A reserved keyword for those records in an INSDC database that meet a higher quality standard and are compliant with the following requirements:

1. Bi-directional sequences of at least 500 base-pairs from the approved barcode region of COI, containing no ambiguous sites
2. Links to electropherogram trace files available in the NCBI Trace Archive
3. Sequences for the forward and reverse PCR amplification primers
4. Species names that refer to documented names in a taxonomic publication or other documentation of the species concept used
5. Links to voucher specimens using the approved format of institutional acronym:collection code:catalog ID number.

Altogether, these data allow users to access raw data at any step during the production of DNA barcodes in order to: (i) ensure the reproducibility of the PCR and sequencing protocols, (ii) allow the validation and detection of potential discrepancies in the initial identification of specimens by the community of users, (iii) ensure traceability by providing contacts to the key peoples involved in generating data, (iv) allow further taxonomic studies when discrepancies are detected between molecules and phenotypes as a consequence of cryptic diversity or the detection of new evolutionary lineages.

To further improve reliability and reproducibility of DNA barcoding, the Consortium for the Barcode of Life (cBOL), in cooperation with GenBank and the other members of the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC), have created and implemented the BARCODE data standard. “BARCODE” is a reserved keyword for those records in an INSDC database that meet a higher quality standard and are compliant with the following requirements:

1. Bi-directional sequences of at least 500 base-pairs from the approved barcode region of COI, containing no ambiguous sites
2. Links to electropherogram trace files available in the NCBI Trace Archive
3. Sequences for the forward and reverse PCR amplification primers
4. Species names that refer to documented names in a taxonomic publication or other documentation of the species concept used
5. Links to voucher specimens using the approved format of institutional acronym:collection code:catalog ID number.

Altogether, these data allow connecting vouchers specimens, further available for screening diagnostic morphological characters any time undescribed diversity
is detected, and DNA barcodes. This way, the essential link between genomes and phenotypes is ensured and vouchers specimens play the similar role for genomes as type specimens for species names in taxonomy guaranteeing nomenclatural stability by linking species name to specimens instead of concepts (i.e. the delineation of a species by a given author at a given time) necessarily varying through time as taxonomic knowledge accumulates [41].

4 DNA barcoding: how it complements taxonomy

The initial goal of iBOL is the settlement of a universal system based on DNA barcode reference libraries upon which molecular identifications rely (Fig. 2). Yet, DNA barcoding has proved able to capture a large majority of the diversity in the case of well-know faunas such as the North-American fishes and birds with only very few discrepancies between molecules and phenotypes [36,39]. It proved also, however, to constitute a powerful approach when dealing with hyperdiverse tropical fauna by facilitating the delineation of new evolutionary lineages representing instances of new species sometimes at unexpected rates as recently emphasized in arthropods and crustaceans [11-13,20,42,43] or fishes [18,19,37,44]. Worth mentioning, DNA barcoding also revealed some overlooked taxa in well-studied temperate faunas [36,39,40].

Despite that the usefulness of DNA sequences for taxonomy is not disputed, DNA barcoding has been controversial in some scientific circles based on the rationale that providing speeding up the inventory of living beings means simplifying procedures, so an integrative approach of taxonomy was needed rather than DNA barcoding [45-47]. Since its earliest development, DNA barcoding faced the undescribed component of biodiversity, sometimes in an order of magnitude higher than expected, and its ease of access highlighted the
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**Figure 2.** Conceptual links between DNA barcoding and taxonomy.
benefit of using DNA barcoding as a first step during species inventories (Fig. 2). Actually, iterative procedures including DNA barcoding, taxonomy and natural history have been successfully applied for the delineation and description of new species in megadiverse, yet poorly described, biotas [12, 40, 48]. Integrative approaches have recently demonstrated to be highly useful in speeding the pace of species discovery and description and the term turbo-taxonomy has been even applied recently by Butcher and colleagues [49] to the procedures including DNA barcoding as a first step toward the fast description of species based on the combination of COI sequences, concise morphological descriptions by an expert taxonomist, and high-resolution digital imaging to streamline the description of larger number of species [49, 50]. Thus, instead of proposing a replacement to an integrative approach for the description of living beings, DNA barcoding is more frequently integrated as a routine in large-scale biodiversity inventories and this integrative approach is also well exemplified by recent large scale DNA barcoding projects focusing on collections in national museums and as such allowing the integration of the legacy of more than a century of natural history into the constitution of DNA barcode libraries [40].

Implication of DNA barcoding for species delineation in an integrative framework should be considered separately from the routine of specimen identification for known species because they rely on distinct practices of taxonomy. Most of the controversy on DNA barcoding has been revolving around the threat that developing automated molecular identification will expedite the decline of taxonomy by monopolizing funds that would be devoted otherwise to taxonomy. The recent literature on turbo-taxonomy, however, evidenced that instead of expediting the decline of taxonomy, DNA barcoding has triggered the return of funding in alpha taxonomy and reinvigorated the field by linking several fields of systematics (e.g. taxonomy vs. phylogeny) that were evolving independently from each others since more than a decade [1,8, 49]. In fact, DNA barcoding opened new perspective in species delineation through automated and standardized protocols for DNA sequencing and data labeling and exemplified by the large-scale campaign above mentioned.

The taxonomic impediment has been dramatically limiting the expertise worldwide for species identification. Species identification, however, is not the primary goal of taxonomy, by contrast with species delineation, while being of high societal importance [1]. The use of DNA barcoding per se for species delineation would have been a step back in taxonomy from a conceptual perspective; however, its application for species identification provided a universal answer to the taxonomic impediment by enabling fast and automated identifications. Taxonomy is still an active field of research, even after more than two centuries of inventory of living beings, and hypotheses of species delineation are constantly being re-examined and revised. In this context, incorporating up to date taxonomic knowledge is a concern [12, 20, 51] and depositing voucher specimens in national repositories has been explicitly defined as a mandatory step to ensure accurate and up-to-date identifications by enabling taxonomists to validate or perform new identifications any times discrepancies between DNA barcodes and the interpretation of morphological characters are observed. In turn, DNA barcoding has been reinvigorating national collections worldwide through the development of new reference collections linking genotypes and phenotypes.

5 Applications of DNA barcoding

5.1 Coalescent theory and limits of the one gene approach based on mitochondrial genomes

The rise of the coalescent theory in the early 80’s largely opened new perspectives in the understanding of gene genealogies in populations and species [31-33]. The coalescent theory is a sampling theory based upon individual-based models that has proved to open new perspectives compared to population-based models to analyze sequence polymorphism in natural populations [52]. The coalescent theory describes the sampling of genes in populations that happen at each generation. Considering a diploid population of effective size $Ne$ that sexually reproduce and $2Ne$ the number of copies of a gene in the population, the probability that two copies of a gene at generation $t$ come from the same ancestor at the previous generation $t_j$ is $1/2Ne$ and the probability that they don’t coalesce is $1-1/2Ne$. Thus, the probability that two sequences coalesce at time $x$ is given by equation (1):

$$P(t = x) = \frac{1}{2Ne} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2Ne} \right)^x$$

Given that $2Ne$ is large, this become in a continuous formulation

$$P(t = x) = \frac{1}{2Ne} e^{-\frac{x}{2Ne}}$$

The probability that a coalescence occur at time $x$ in a population of $i$ sequences is given by eqn 3.
(3) \( P(t = x) = \frac{C^2}{2Ne} e^{-\frac{xt^2}{2Ne}} \)

The expected age of the genealogy is given in eqn 4:

(4) \( TMRCA = \frac{4Ne}{1 - t} \)

Thus, for large numbers of genes \( i \), the expected age of a genealogy for a diploid population of effective size \( Ne \) is \( 4Ne \). For genomes inherited from a single parent such as mitochondrial DNA, the expected age of a genealogy becomes \( Ne \). This result explains in part the choice of mitochondrial genes for DNA barcoding since the pace of genetic drift is expected to be four time faster here compared to nuclear genes and as such, mitochondrial genes are expected to become diagnostic of isolated lineages faster compared to nuclear DNA [53].

The coalescent theory established a simple relationship between population size and coalescence dynamic that enabled some straightforward predictions regarding the distribution of molecular polymorphism after the divergence of two populations (Fig. 3). From the equation 4, it appears that if the isolation of two populations is younger on average than \( 4Ne \) for nuclear DNA or \( Ne \) for mitochondrial DNA, genes in a population may coalesce with genes from other populations at a time prior to the isolation of the populations. This phenomenon has been formalized as the retention of ancestral polymorphism and constitutes a well know limit of the single gene approach using genes with an uniparental inheritance (Fig. 4). Since mitochondrial DNA is maternally inherited, it is impossible to disentangle ancestral polymorphism from recent gene flow in the origin of shared polymorphism since only part of the genetic material from the parents is left at the next generation [54,55]. Thus, species polyphylly and paraphly are expected for recently diverged species [56]. The percent of failure of DNA barcoding as a consequence of this shortcomings has been demonstrated to be low for vertebrates, however, as less than 10% of the species show mixed genealogies in the recent studies based on comprehensive continental sampling [36,39]. Nevertheless, specimens identification to the species level may be done a posteriori by integrating geographic information (Fig. 5).

### 5.2 Cryptic diversity and the discovery of new species

Much of the controversy related to the integration of DNA barcoding into the taxonomic workflow has been related to the use of DNA sequences in delineating species [45-47]. The global campaign to DNA barcode animal and plant species gave rise to a large array of data release papers describing the effectiveness of DNA barcoding in capturing species boundaries for large data set [18,20,37,57], sometimes from a comprehensive continental perspective [36,39,40]. All the large-scale studies conducted in tropical ecosystems resulted in high levels of cryptic diversity as revealed by DNA barcodes. This situation led to two distinct consequences for the practice of taxonomy in tropical ecosystems and the collective curating of the DNA barcodes reference libraries.

From a practical perspective, mismatch between DNA barcodes clusters and nominal species are frequently observed in the tropics due to the higher occurrence of species polyphylly and paraphly compared to temperate faunas due to: (i) a higher impact of the taxonomic impediment in the tropics, (ii) a more intricate practice of taxonomy due to the higher diversity [58]. In addition, a growing body of evidence supports that species turn-over through time is slower in the tropics and tropical species are in average older than species in the temperate biomes and host older polymorphisms [59,60], sometimes leading to unexpectedly deep coalescent in tropical species.

In order to facilitate the assembly of DNA barcodes reference libraries, Barcode Index Number (BIN) have been recently created in order to facilitate the checking of mismatch between nominal species and DNA barcodes clusters and ease their discrimination through standard procedures [61]. The attribution of BIN numbers is also designed to facilitate the taxonomic workflow by indexing cryptic lineages readily flagged by DNA barcodes. Along the same line, this index enables to speed up the application for automated species identification anytime the state of the art in taxonomy do not enable the use of species names to label DNA barcodes, as generally observed in tropical faunas. More importantly, however, BIN ease the taxonomic workflow including DNA barcodes as a preliminary step for diversity sorting in mega-diverse ecosystems and enable the implementation of iterative procedures to document and describe biodiversity (Fig. 6).}

Riedel and colleagues [50], who described 101 new species of weevil beetle in their study have listed the benefits of such a fast-track iterative procedure for taxonomy: (i) using DNA barcoding to produce a phylogenetic backbone eases the selection of specimens with close DNA sequence affinities to screen morphological characters, (ii) giving up the creation of a traditional identification key that is time-consuming for large faunas using morphological characters, (iii) reduction of species description to the essential diagnostic characters, (iv) reduction of the description of intraspecific variations of limited utility for interspecific comparisons, (v) reduction of the number of illustrations by using highly resolved images, (vi) diagnosis can be
Figure 3. Gene genealogy and coalescent theory. Relationship between Barcoding gap and line of descent of mitochondrial genomes during the settlement of two lineages. Stars represent mutation events leading to new haplotypes, circles represent individual (white for the ancestral population, light and dark grey for each diverging lineage).
divergence within species were largely smaller averaging around 0.1 percent [20, 36, 39, 62]. Following these observations, it has been suggested that the distributions of intra- and inter-specific distance do not overlap [63] and exhibit a barcoding gap (Fig. 3). Later, Meyer and Paulay explored the error rates of identifications using a varying threshold approach by estimating the relative frequency of false positive (i.e. a conspecific diverging by more than the threshold to the nearest species is attributed to a distinct species) and false-negative (i.e. a heterospecific sequence diverging by less than the threshold from the nearest species is attributed to the same species) [64]. The authors [64] demonstrated that the cumulative percent of false positive and negative might be optimized at 33% for a 0.02 threshold of divergence or 18% when accounting for undescribed evolutionary lineages, but a threshold approach cannot eliminate error rates.

focused among species with close phylogenetic similarities, (vii) digging out information from type specimens can be shortened and eased through digitization. Altogether, these arguments point out that the use of DNA sequences as the ‘key elements’ in integrative taxonomic studies jointly with the use of digitized information system will pave the way of more sustainable practices in taxonomy with a pace finally compatible with the ultimate goal foreseen by Linnaeus to tackle the inventory of earth living beings [49,50].

5.3 Assigning unknown specimen to known species through DNA barcodes

From an analytical perspective, the initial proposal by Hebert et al [6] was based on the observation that the vast majority of the species analyzed exhibited genetic distances of more than 2 percents while sequence
Four different cases have been identified based on a threshold for species divergence (Fig. 4), the two percent threshold being the most commonly used:

(1) Case I: intraspecific distance is smaller than 2% and interspecific distance is higher than 2%, the species had achieved reciprocal monophyly and results are concordant with current taxonomy.

(2) Case II: both intraspecific and interspecific distances are higher than 2%, the species is composite and encompasses several lineages.

(3) Case III: both intraspecific and interspecific distances are lower than 2%, species has recently diverged from its sister-species and either ancestral polymorphism or introgressive hybridization occurs. Synonymy may also apply in this case.

(4) Case IV: intraspecific distance are greater than 2% while interspecific distance are smaller than 2%, specimens have been probably misidentified and a proper reassessment is needed.

The relative occurrence of the first three cases, given that case IV is an artefact due to misidentification, determine the effectiveness of DNA barcoding for the assignment of sequences from unknown specimens to known species. Most of the case II found during the recent large scale DNA barcoding surveys published so far turn out to fall into case I once cryptic diversity was properly accounted in the analyses [11-13,18,20,36,44,63-65]. When based on case I, DNA barcoding has been applied successfully for purposes as diverse as the identification to the species level of introduced and invasive species [26,66], market substitution [16,67], conservation of endangered wildlife [68,69], identification of early ontogenetic stages [11,14,15,70-72] and assignation of sexual morphotypes to species [73] among the most straightforward applications.

6 What is next for DNA barcoding in taxonomy?

6.1 Objective tools for species delineation

During the last decade, decision models have been developed for either species identification or species delineation based on the rich theoretical background of the coalescent and phylogenetic theories [61,74,75]. These new methods of species delineation based on DNA sequences may be sorted into three categories depending on the algorithms implemented and the processes of sequence sorting involved during classification decisions: (1) phylogenetic methods based on models defining branching patterns along the trees but not modeling coalescent dynamics inside species [74]. These methods are essentially focused on optimizing the parameters of phylogenetic models to identify an objective divergence threshold for clustering individuals as implemented in Spider [76], ABGD [77,78], BIN [61], Bayesian inferences [79,80]. These methods are fundamentally clustering-based decision models, however, variable thresholds may be used through iterative procedures as in ABGD or BIN.

(2) coalescent methods based on Kingman’s model of gene sorting within species [31] but not modeling branching patterns among species [81,82]. These methods are similar in essence with the phylogenetic methods as they produce a classification of sequences after optimizing the parameters of the model. They differ, however, in defining this classification based on coalescent instead of phylogenetic models.

(3) phylogenetic-coalescent methods based on mixed models including phylogenetic and coalescent components [74]. The most popular model is the General Mixed Yule-Coalescent model (GMYC,83) that takes advantage of the Kingman’s coalescent model [31] and Yule’s diversification model [84] to optimize the likelihood of the transition between species diversification (i.e. speciation rate) and coalescent dynamic (i.e. mutation and sorting of genes). In its initial formulation, lineages are delineated when they exceed the threshold value [83], however, this model has been further extended for multiple thresholds [48].

These methods have been developed to deal with the assignment uncertainties inherent to using universal threshold with case II and III or when DNA barcode reference libraries are still partial. These methods, however, require either a representative sampling of intraspecific genealogies (i.e. coalescent-based and mixed phylogenetic-coalescent methods), as methods may be sensitive to departure from initial assumptions regarding population size, nucleotidic diversity or populations structure [74,82,85] or a reliable knowledge of phylogenetic relationships when transition threshold (i.e. speciation vs. mutation) are estimated based on phylogenetic trees (e.g. GMYC). Sampling of gene genealogies and/or phylogenetic trees, however, are rarely optimal, except in limited cases of well know faunas but these methods constitute a major improvement in the objective delineation of putative species and they have proven to speed up the pace of
shared polymorphism was bridling the accuracy of species identifications in nearly 10 percents of the cases for vertebrates [e.g. 36,39]. This estimate, however, is based on temperate and well-know faunas and was obtained during the building of DNA barcode reference libraries for species with detailed a priori knowledge on species boundaries. Species richness, however, has been shown to enhance the impact of spatial scale on the effectiveness of DNA barcoding [e.g. 86] because more closely related species are likely to be sampled while increasing spatial scale [85,86]. Increasing spatial scales, however, not only affects the accuracy of species identification through the decrease of inter-specific genetic distances but also increases the opportunity of species range overlap and shared polymorphism (i.e. hybridization), a phenomenon compromising the use of DNA barcoding for species delineation (e.g. Fig. 5).

Delineating species with no a priori knowledge about their boundaries appear to be more dramatically affected by shared ancestral polymorphism when based on a single gene approach as no external information helps to distinguish false positive and false negative identifications in nearly 10 percents of the cases for vertebrates [e.g. 36,39]. This estimate, however, is based on temperate and well-know faunas and was obtained during the building of DNA barcode reference libraries for species with detailed a priori knowledge on species boundaries. Species richness, however, has been shown to enhance the impact of spatial scale on the effectiveness of DNA barcoding [e.g. 86] because more closely related species are likely to be sampled while increasing spatial scale [85,86]. Increasing spatial scales, however, not only affects the accuracy of species identification through the decrease of inter-specific genetic distances but also increases the opportunity of species range overlap and shared polymorphism (i.e. hybridization), a phenomenon compromising the use of DNA barcoding for species delineation (e.g. Fig. 5).

Delineating species with no a priori knowledge about their boundaries appear to be more dramatically affected by shared ancestral polymorphism when based on a single gene approach as no external information helps to distinguish false positive and false negative
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**Figure 5.** Accuracy of species delineation based on DNA barcoding. Accuracy of species delineation based on mitochondrial DNA is depending on the spatial context and state of the line of descent. A priori species delineation do not account for geographic information or morphological characters (e.g. use of a threshold). A posteriori species delineation account for geographic information, morphological characters and the occurrence of haplotype sharing.
The development of decision-models based either on coalescent or phylogenetic theory has been a major improvement in the objective classification of molecular lineages, although, these models cannot circumvent the inherent limits of a single gene approach [45-47]. The automated and objective classification of mitochondrial lineages enabled by the use of DNA barcode reference libraries, however, has been foreseen by several authors as a potential solution to the time consuming sorting of specimens during inventories of unknown fauna, particularly in tropical areas exhibiting high levels of species richness [49,50]. This procedure enables to speed up the taxonomic workflow through a preliminary sorting of specimens according to their DNA barcodes follow by an iterative procedure involving natural history, morphology and DNA barcoding (e.g. Fig. 6, [12]). This procedure is making the most of DNA barcoding since fast automated delineations can be performed, instead of the time consuming sorting of specimens based on their morphological attributes, but mitochondrial lineages are further validated or invalidated by using other sources of evidence including additional molecular markers (e.g. nuclear markers with biparental inheritance), life history traits (e.g. host plants for phytophagous beetles) and morphology [1-4,12,49,50]. Recent studies have demonstrated that integrating upstream a preliminary step of DNA barcoding was actually speeding up the taxonomic workflow up to 20 times [50]. In addition, the
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**Figure 6.** Typical iterative procedure involving DNA barcoding during a taxonomic workflow.
development of multi-locus approach of DNA barcoding, as exemplified in plants [88], and the multiple links developed by DNA barcoding with the taxonomic workflow (e.g. Fig. 2) have demonstrated that DNA barcoding was moving toward an integrative approach of species delineation [11-13,20,22,36,39,51,57].

6.3 Toward more integration with online biodiversity information systems

One of the most impacting limits of the taxonomic impediment during the last decade has been probably the lack of global biodiversity information systems, a gap already pointed out during the 1995’s CDB conference of the parties. BOLD has been a major step forward in that direction by applying the same concepts at work for traditional biological collections and nomenclature to the curation of DNA sequence libraries [35]. In doing so, DNA barcoding and BOLD opened new perspectives in providing a data repository associated to an online workbench enabling the collective management of DNA barcode reference libraries from their initiation to their application for routine identification and linking DNA sequence data with voucher specimens repositories. In the context of an integrative taxonomy workflow, BOLD makes the most of the DNA barcode data standards by introducing an access to all primary data at any steps and promoting more sustainable practices during the production of DNA sequences for taxonomic purposes.

Along the same line, several other initiatives have been launched to summarize and ease access to primary data and biological repositories for taxonomic purposes. The Global Registry of Biorepositories (GRBio), for instance, aims at offering a consolidated clearinghouse of information about biological collections and repositories worldwide in order to facilitate electronic linkages of this information (http://grbio.org). The accessibility to species description has been recently considered from a data storage perspective recently by Species-ID (http://species-id.net). This portal hosts several links to available online tools for morphological identification and hosts species page containing the basic information of a species regarding its type locality, diagnosis and location of type specimens. Riedel and colleagues [50] have recently detailed the benefit of considering species description as primary data to be stored in public portal. The same approach has been developed for phenotypes through initiative such as phenomicDB (http://www.phenomicDB.de) and Phenoscape (http://kb.phenoscape.org), which aims at storing phenotypic data for comparative purposes.

The examples above-mentioned illustrate the benefit of global biodiversity information systems on the development of more sustainable practices in taxonomy by guaranteeing access to primary data but also to biological collections and repositories. These new tools demonstrate that taxonomic expertise and new technology are actually compatible and help making the taxonomic workflow more transparent and sustainable [50]. The increasing integration of DNA barcoding in the taxonomic workflow is expected to reinforce this trend and help trigger more connections between those large-scale initiatives of data repositories.

7 Conclusions

DNA barcoding has been subject to major development during the last decade on analytical procedures, data analyses and its application expended into a large array of biodiversity sciences and taxonomy is no exception. Aside of linking the DNA world with a traditional approach of taxonomy based on morphological characters, DNA barcoding settled new standards of data quality, accessibility and reproducibility making the use of DNA sequences in others field of biology more sustainable. After almost a decade, DNA barcoding introduced automated, fast and objective methods of biodiversity screening based on DNA sequences than opened unprecedented perspectives for the global inventory of earth living beings. DNA barcoding also challenge taxonomy and questioned several of its oldest practices regarding the description of morphological characters and the production of species keys that proved to be frequently irrelevant for the community in species rich areas such as tropical ecosystems. The use of DNA sequences not only provided objective methods for species delineation and new tools for species identification but more importantly, challenged the way we collect, keep and make biodiversity knowledge publicly available and paved the way for more sustainable practices in taxonomy.
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